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Reflection of light worksheet with answers

To continue to enjoy our website, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Sign up to complete it for free ---- OR ---- Preview activity In this worksheet, we will practice acknowledging what the reflection of the light is and identifying how the reflection of light enables us to see things. Q1: Fill in the
blanks: Shiny objects light and dim objects light. Arepel, lure Breflect, absorb Cabsorb, reflect Q2: Filling the blank: In this photo, the image of the moon is not evenly reflected. This is because the surface is of the water . Asmooth Brough Cshiny Ddull Q3: Why is the lamp reflected on the window? ABecause the glass is dull. BBecause the glass is shiny.
CBecause the glass is transparent. Q4: This baby can see their face in the mirror because it reflects light evenly. Which two features of the mirror help create an even-reflection? ASmooth and shiny BCurved and dull CSmooth and dull DCurved and shiny Q5: What's a reflection? AWhen light bounces off an object BWhen something gives its own light CWhen
light shining through an object Q6: The image shows that light is reflective of the white T-shirt.What happens to light when it reaches the black T-shirt? AThe light goes through. BThe light is absorbed. CThe light is reflected. Q7: Which of the following is poor reflection of light? ADull objects BShiny objects Q8: Charlotte plays outside and wants to look at her
reflection. Which of the following objects can she see her reflection? AA clear car window BHer pet dog CHer muddy football ball Q9: Which of the objects shown reflects light best? AThe brick wall BThe sheep CThe clean window Q10: Look at the photos. In which one helps Madison's mirror her see her hamster? Q11: Look at the picture. What can Madison
see in the mirror she likes? AThe floating BHer face CHer dog Q12: Chloe plays in the park in front of a large tree. How can she see the tree? AThe light from the sun bounces off her eyes and then onto the tree. BThe light from the sun bounces off the tree and then into her eyes. CThe light from her eyes bounces off the sun and then onto the tree. DThe light
from her eyes bounces off the tree and then onto the Sun. Q13: Natalie sits in a cubicle in a large room and the light is on, as shown. Is it true or false that Natalie can see light from inside the cubicles? Q14: Anthony shines a flashlight on a mirror. What happens to the light after it hits the mirror? AThe light is reflected. BThe light passes through the mirror.
CThe light is damaged. Q15: Why is light bouncing well off a mirror? ABecause mirrors are dull BBecause mirrors are shiny CBecause mirrors have a rough surface Q16: Which of the photos correctly shows how Michael is able to see the book in front of him? When a light beam hits a surface separating two media Different optical properties, part of the light
energy are reflected back to the media where it came from. When light strikes a perfectly reflected surface, for example, such a mirror reflects all the light energy. We first look at the vocabulary used to describe the reflection of light. The surface that separates the two media is called the interface or boundary. The point at which the incident befol hits the
interface is called the point of appearance. I am the angle made by the incident beaming and the normal to the interface and called the angle of the look. r is the angle made by the reflected ray and the normal to the interface and called the angle of reflection. Laws of reflection (1) The incident beams light, the reflected ray of light and the normal to the
interface at the point of appearance make a plane called the level of appearance (2) The angle of appearance and the angle of reflection have the same size. Example 1: A light ray hits a reflective aircraft surface at an angle of 56° with the surface. a) Find the angle of the look. b) Find the angle of reflection. c) Find the angle made by the reflected ray and the
surface. d) Find the angle made by the incident and reflect rays. Workaol: We use the diagram shown below to answer the questions. a) angle of appearance: i = 90 - 56 = 34 ° b) angle of reflection r = i = 34° (by law of reflection) c ) q = 90 - r = 90 - 34 = 56 ° d) i + r = 34 + 34 = 68 ° Example 2: A ray of light is reflected by two parallel mirrors (1) and (2) at
points A and B. The ray makes an angle of 25° with the axle of the two mirrors. a) What is the angle of reflection on the cusp of appearance A? b) What is the angle of reflection on the point of appearance B? c) If the distance between the two mirrors id = 4 cm and the length L of the two mirror system is 3 meters, approximately how many reflections occur
between the two mirrors? d) In a real system, at every reflection, there are losses of the light energy traveling between the two mirrors. If L and d are fixed, what can be done to reduce the number of reflections on the mirrors and thus the energy lost through reflection? Solution: Let's use the diagram shown below to answer the questions. n1 and n2 are
normal for the reflection of mirrors and are therefore perpendi case on the axle of the two mirror system. a) i = 90 - 25 = 75° b) the two mirrors are parallel and AB crosses both of them, hence angle r and I' are alternate interiors and therefore equal in size. Also r = i (law of reflection). Hence i' = r = r = 75 ° c) If the distance between the two mirrors id = 4 cm,
AC can be calculated as follows tan (75°) = AC/d = AC / 4 AC = 4 tan (75°) = 15 cm The number of reflections N that will occur between the two mirrors can be approached as follows. N = L/AC = m / 15 cm = 20 d) Leave the angle made by the lights beamed and the axle of the two two system in α of 25 °. The angle of appearance i = 90 - α = r = i' tan(i') =
tan(90 - α) = cot(α) = AC/d AC = d cot(α) number of reflections = N = L / AC = L /d cot(α) If L and d are fixed, the only way to reduce N is to increase wear (α) and thus the α. Example 3: A light ray at an angle of appearance I first hit mirror (1) at point A, then mirror (2) at point B and then re-mirror (1) again at point C. The two mirrors make a corner α. Press
the corners of the look at point B and point C in terms of the angle of appearance i and angle α? Workaol: We first complete the given diagram that draws the different rays at the appearance points. Diagram shown below. Let AD and CE be the normal to mirror (1) at A and C, respectively. r = i (law of reflection) In triangle OAD, we can write α + 90 + r' = 180
° Simplified to get: r' = 90 - α In triangle ADB, we have r+ r' + r = 180 ° r = 180 - r' - r Substitute r' by 90 - α and r by i in r to acquire r = 90+ α - i The angle of appearance at B is given by 90 - r = 90 - (90+ α - i) = i - α In triangle CBE, we have ∠CBE = r (incident ray and reflected ray making angles with surface of reflection of equal size) In triangle OCB, we
have α+ 90 + i' + ∠CBE = 180° Substitute ∠CBE by r α + 90+ i' + r = 180° Substitute r by 90+ α - i to obtain α + 90 + i' + 90 + α - i = 180 ° Simplified to obtain the angle of appearance i' at C i' = i - 2 α At each reflection , the angle of appearance decreases by an amount equivalent to the size of angle α. Example 4: 4) Find angle α made by the system of the
two mirrors shown in the figure below so that the incident beam at A and the reflected ray at B is parallel. Solution: We first complete the given diagram with the angles of appearance and reflection as shown below and also label the incident and reflect rays. For the incident, beaming at A and the reflected ray at B should be parallel, corners i+r and i' + r' be
complementary. (geometry: parallel lines cut through a transverse). Hence i + r + i'+ r' = 180 ° by law of reflection : r = i and r' = i' Substitute to i + i + i' + i' = 180 ° i + i' = 90 In triangle AOB, we have α+ (90 - r) + (90 - i') = 180 ° α = r + i' = i + i' = 90 ° If α = 90 °, the incident beam at A and the reflected ray at B is parallel. Illuminating explorations light, reflection
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